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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR SUMTER COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OF LEGAL AFFAIRS,
v.

Plaintiff,

TRU LANDSCAPING SOLUTIONS LLC,
a Florida Limited Liability Company, also known as
Landscaping Solutions LLC, Land Sculptors, LLC, Outdoor
Creations, and Floridascapes Landscaping;

Case Number:

CHRISTOPHER GEORGE CHARBONNEAU,
individually and as owner and manager of Tru
Landscaping Solutions LLC; and
HEATHER REBECCA CHARBONNEAU,
individually and as owner and manager of Tru
Landscaping Solutions LLC,
Defendants.

/

COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, RESTITUTION, CIVIL PENALTIES, AND
OTHER STATUTORY AND EQUITABLE RELIEF
Plaintiff, Office of the Attorney General, State of Florida, Department of Legal Affairs (the
“Attorney General”), brings this action under the Florida Unfair and Deceptive Practices Act
(referred to herein as “the FDUTPA”), Chapter 501, Part II, Florida Statutes, against Defendants
Tru Landscaping Solutions LLC, a Florida Limited Liability Company, also known as
Landscaping Solutions LLC, Land Sculptors, LLC, Outdoor Creations, and Floridascapes
Landscaping (all collectively referred to herein as “Tru Landscaping”); Christopher George
Charbonneau, individually and as owner and manager of Tru Landscaping (referred to herein as
“Chris Charbonneau”); and Heather Rebecca Charbonneau, individually and as owner and
manager of Tru Landscaping (referred to herein as “Heather Charbonneau”) (all collectively
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referred to herein as “Defendants”), and further alleges:
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This is an action pursuant to the FDUTPA to obtain preliminary and permanent

injunctive relief, restitution, reimbursement, disgorgement of ill-gotten monies, the imposition of
civil penalties, an award of attorney’s fees and costs, and other equitable relief for Defendants’
acts or practices in violation of the FDUTPA.
2.

The Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to the provisions of the FDUTPA,

as well as Section 26.012, Florida Statutes. The Attorney General seeks relief in an amount greater
than Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), exclusive of interest, costs, and attorney’s fees.
3.

Defendants conducted business and received monies from consumers in Marion

County and Sumter County, the principal place of business for Defendant Tru Landscaping was in
Marion County, and the statutory violations alleged herein occurred in Marion and Sumter
Counties. Therefore, venue is proper in the Fifth Judicial Circuit, in and for Marion, Sumter, Citrus,
Hernando, and Lake Counties, Florida, pursuant to Sections 47.011 and 47.051, Florida Statutes.
4.

At all times material to this Complaint, Defendants solicited, offered services, or

contracted with “consumer(s)” as defined in Section 501.203(7), Florida Statutes.
5.

At all times material to this Complaint, Defendants offered or provided goods or

services and engaged in “trade or commerce” as defined in Section 501.203(8), Florida Statutes.
6.

Pursuant to Sections 95.11(3) and 501.207(5), Florida Statutes, the acts, practices,

occurrences, transactions, and statutory violations upon which this Complaint is based occurred
within four (4) years of the filing of this Complaint.
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THE PARTIES
7.

The Attorney General is an “enforcing authority” under the FDUTPA and is authorized

to bring this action and seek injunctive and other statutory relief pursuant to Sections 501.203(2),
501.204, 501.207, 501.2075, 501.2077, and 501.2105, Florida Statutes.
8.

Pursuant to Section 501.207(2), Florida Statutes, the Attorney General conducted an

investigation of the matters alleged herein and determined that this enforcement action against
Defendants serves the public interest.
9.

Defendant Tru Landscaping was a Florida limited liability company that conducted

business in Florida. Until September 25, 2015, Tru Landscaping was registered with the Florida
Department of State as an active limited liability company with a principal address of 14892 SE
32nd Court Road, Summerfield, Marion County, Florida 34491. Tru Landscaping was
administratively dissolved by the Florida Department of State on September 25, 2015 for failing
to file its annual report, but Defendants continued operating after such administrative dissolution.
Tru Landscaping and the individual defendants operated under many affiliated, fictitious, or other
business names, including, but not limited to, Landscaping Solutions LLC, Land Sculptors, LLC,
Outdoor Creations, and Floridascapes Landscaping.
10.

Defendant Chris Charbonneau has not provided the Attorney General with his physical

address, but receives his mail at Post Office Box 1275, Blue Ridge, Georgia 30513. In connection
with the matters alleged herein, Chris Charbonneau transacts or has transacted business in Florida.
11.

Defendant Heather Charbonneau resides at 10980 North Farmwood Avenue,

Dunnellon, Florida 34433. In connection with the matters alleged herein, Heather Charbonneau
transacts or has transacted business in Florida.
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DEFENDANTS’ BUSINESS PRACTICES
12.

Defendants engaged in a course of conduct to solicit, offer to provide, sell, provide, or

arrange for others to provide landscaping services to Florida consumers including, but not limited
to, removing, planting, or installing trees, sod, weeds, plants, mulch, stones, gravel, retaining walls,
curbing, sprinklers, waterfalls, water features, and other similar services (collectively referred to
herein as “landscaping services”).
13.

On or about May 3, 2014, Defendants, through several business names, began soliciting

elderly consumers residing in the 55+ retirement community of The Villages, Florida by going
door-to-door offering landscaping services. Defendants did not reside in The Villages community,
but upon information and belief, chose to travel approximately 45 minutes each way to solicit
elderly consumers living in The Villages to purchase their landscaping services. Defendants
solicited such elderly consumers using door-to-door sales despite not having the requisite permits
to conduct such solicitations. Defendants created the promotional flyers below, which offered
“Professional Design and Installation” in an attempt to solicit prospective customers, and to
provide contact information to existing customers.

This flyer is not to scale. Please see Exhibit 1 for a copy of this Tru Landscaping
flyer which is true to scale.
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This flyer is not to scale. Please see Exhibit 2 for a copy of this Tru
Landscaping flyer which is true to scale.
14.

In order to convince consumers to purchase landscaping services, Defendants told

consumers they were “licensed and insured,” and included such designations in promotional
materials like the flyer included below. However, upon information and belief, Defendants held
no professional licenses related to landscaping services or home solicitation sales, and similarly
lacked insurance related to operating Tru Landscaping.

This flyer is not to scale. Please see Exhibit 3 for a copy of this Tru
Landscaping flyer which is true to scale.
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15.

Once consumers decided to purchase landscaping services, Defendants required

consumers to sign invoices memorializing the landscaping work Defendants promised to perform,
as well as the amounts consumers agreed to pay Defendants in return. See composite Exhibit 4
for a sampling of Defendants’ consumer invoices. The consumer invoices also memorialized the
date on which Defendants promised to begin the landscaping services for each respective
consumer. Id.
16.

Chris Charbonneau signed consumer invoices on behalf of Tru Landscaping, formally

memorializing his oral representations and representing to consumers that Defendants agreed to
perform the landscaping services described in each respective invoice, on the listed start date, for
the agreed price. See composite Exhibit 4 for a sampling of Defendants’ consumer invoices.
17.

Chris Charbonneau then collected payment from consumers directly via check and

occasionally in the form of cash. Chris Charbonneau often collected payment from consumers the
day the invoice was signed by the consumer, and prior to the commencement of any of the agreed
upon landscaping services.
18.

The landscaping services Defendants promised to complete for affected consumers

typically ranged from removing pine straw and weeds to planting, moving, and installing trees,
plants, bushes, stone, and pavers, and checking and cleaning sprinklers.
19.

In addition to the consumer invoices that evidenced the work to be done and the date

on which consumers should have reasonably expected Defendants to begin the promised work,
Chris Charbonneau orally represented to consumers that the work would be started and finished
quickly because Defendants did not have any other work that could create a delay.
20.

Despite a business practice wherein most, if not all, of Defendants’ landscaping

services were expected to be completed by Chris Charbonneau, with periodic assistance from
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Heather Charbonneau, Chris Charbonneau agreed to begin three different multifaceted landscaping
jobs for three different consumers on April 27, 2015. Upon information and belief, Defendants
lacked the ability to begin three separate jobs of such complexity at three different homes, all on
the same day.
21.

In fact, evidence instead suggests that Chris Charbonneau lacked any real intention or

preconceived plan to begin performance on the start dates specified on consumer invoices and
orally communicated to consumers, and instead, Defendants selected, memorialized, and
communicated random or arbitrary performance start dates to consumers.
22.

Upon information and belief, Defendants rarely, if ever, began the agreed upon

landscaping services on the start date represented to consumers or memorialized in consumer
invoices.
23.

Instead of beginning and completing the promised work for consumers during the

timeframe agreed upon, Chris Charbonneau routinely delayed beginning the landscaping services
for weeks or months after the originally agreed upon start dates by repeatedly promising aggrieved
customers he would come out to the consumer’s home “tomorrow” or soon to begin and complete
the work as agreed.
24.

The Defendants continuously stalled and delayed performance by making

misrepresentations and excuses regarding the reasons for their non-performance, which gave the
consumers false hope they would actually obtain the landscaping services they paid for, and
prevented consumers from timely contracting with other landscaping companies to complete the
desired work.
25.

Upon information and belief, in an effort to justify the fact that Defendants had not

performed their obligations to the consumers after being paid for specific landscaping services,
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Chris Charbonneau preyed on the trusting nature and empathy of the consumers with a
misrepresentation about having lung cancer, and excuses related to his allegedly impending
divorce and broken-down vehicle.
26.

Instead of keeping their word and meeting their obligations, Defendants ultimately

abandoned consumers’ homes, leaving their lawns ripped apart, unfinished, and damaged, without
any explanation or return communication.
27.

In the majority of the instances material to this Complaint, despite receiving daily

desperate calls and messages from consumers who honored their financial obligations to
Defendants and wanted their agreed upon landscaping services, Defendants ceased all
communication with consumers and became untraceable.
28.

Upon information and belief, Defendants ultimately changed their business name and

telephone numbers, and Chris Charbonneau left Florida and moved to Blue Ridge, Georgia.
29.

Despite accepting payment or payments from consumers ranging from Five Hundred

Dollars ($500.00) to approximately Ten Thousand Four Hundred Sixty Dollars ($10,460.00),
Defendants did not perform the landscaping work orally represented to consumers and agreed to
in invoices signed by each consumer and Chris Charbonneau, and instead abandoned consumers’
properties, leaving the properties in disarray.
30.

In fact, in at least two instances, Defendants accepted payments of One Thousand Six

Hundred Seventy-Five Dollars ($1,675.00) and Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) respectively, and
never returned to either consumer’s home to commence the landscaping work Defendants orally
represented to consumers and agreed to provide in invoices signed by Chris Charbonneau.
31. In other instances, after receiving agreed upon payments from consumers, Chris
Charbonneau requested additional payment from consumers before performing any additional
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work, surprising consumers with unexpected and previously undisclosed fees for materials,
equipment, or labor.
32.

In more than one instance, not only did Defendants accept payment for work that was

not completed as agreed upon, but Defendants additionally caused damage to consumers’
properties and sprinkler systems that had to subsequently be repaired by other businesses, creating
additional unforeseen costs to the consumers.
33.

Consumers in these situations then had to pay other landscaping services businesses to

complete the work they already paid Defendants to perform, and then also had to pay additional
monies to fix repairs caused by Defendants.
34.

Upon information and belief, in all instances material to this Complaint, Defendants

failed to complete the landscaping services for consumers as represented to consumers or as agreed
upon and memorialized in the consumer invoices.
35.

In all instances material to this Complaint, the aggrieved consumers were over the age

of 60 at the time they transacted business with Defendants, and Defendants knew or should have
known of such fact given the consumers’ residences in the 55+ retirement community of The
Villages, Florida.
DEFENDANTS’ CONTROL OF TRU LANDSCAPING
36.

Defendants Chris Charbonneau and Heather Charbonneau, husband and wife,

collectively decided to open and register Tru Landscaping as a limited liability company with the
Florida Department of State, Division of Corporations, on April 24, 2014.
37.

Heather Charbonneau was the co-owner and co-manager of Tru Landscaping. At all

times material to this Complaint, acting alone or in concert with others, Heather Charbonneau
formulated, directed, controlled, had the authority to control, or directly participated in the various
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acts and practices of Tru Landscaping as set forth in this Complaint.
38.

Heather Charbonneau was responsible for designing the promotional materials used by

Chris Charbonneau to conduct door-to-door sales to solicit prospective customers at their homes
in The Villages, Florida. On such flyers or other promotional materials, Defendants Chris
Charbonneau and Heather Charbonneau were listed as the owners of Tru Landscaping, and
Heather Charbonneau was additionally listed with her telephone number as Tru Landscaping’s
contact person for consumers. If Defendants attempted to begin agreed upon landscaping services,
Heather Charbonneau periodically assisted Chris Charbonneau with such projects. Heather
Charbonneau is personally aware of Tru Landscaping consumer complaints made to Seniors vs.
Crime, a volunteer program affiliated with the Florida Attorney General’s Office. Heather
Charbonneau discussed these complaints with Chris Charbonneau, who indicated he would handle
such complaints. Heather Charbonneau additionally responded to at least one consumer complaint,
identifying herself while using Chris Charbonneau’s cell phone. However, upon information and
belief, most of such consumer complaints were never handled to the consumers’ satisfaction, and
some were not addressed by Defendants at all. Heather Charbonneau is also personally aware of
the fact that on more than one occasion, Chris Charbonneau accepted payment from a consumer
for agreed upon landscaping services, and then failed to perform any work for such consumer.
39.

Chris Charbonneau was the co-owner, co-manager, and registered agent of Tru

Landscaping. At all times material to this Complaint, acting alone or in concert with others, Chris
Charbonneau formulated, directed, controlled, had the authority to control, or directly participated
in the various acts and practices of Tru Landscaping as set forth in this Complaint.
40.

Chris Charbonneau was responsible for soliciting business from prospective consumers

living in The Villages, Florida. Chris Charbonneau also prepared and signed consumer invoices
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and set prices for services offered by Tru Landscaping. Chris Charbonneau set the start date for
performance of the landscaping services and was also the individual primarily responsible for
completion of the landscaping services Defendants agreed to provide to consumers. Chris
Charbonneau also collected monies consumers paid to Defendants for such landscaping work.
Chris Charbonneau was also personally aware of at least several consumer complaints related to
the landscaping services promised by Defendants, and Chris Charbonneau failed to resolve the
complaints to the consumers’ satisfaction.
41.

Upon information and belief, Defendants Chris Charbonneau and Heather

Charbonneau knew or should have known that Defendants were accepting funds from consumers
and failing to fulfill Defendants’ obligation to complete the landscaping services as agreed.
42.

As a result of Defendants’ acts and practices, consumers suffered substantial economic

injury, including, but not limited to, loss of the funds paid by consumers to Defendants for
landscaping services ultimately not performed; loss of the funds consumers had to pay to other
landscaping services providers to complete the services Defendants’ accepted payment for, but
never completed; in at least one instance, loss of funds related to requisite repairs to a consumer’s
property as a result of damage caused by Defendants; and the loss of the opportunity to seek out
alternative landscaping companies to begin or complete the desired landscaping work.
43.

Defendants’ acts or practices in this Complaint were willful violations of the FDUTPA

as set forth in Section 501.2075, Florida Statutes.
44.

As set forth in this Complaint, Florida consumers have been victims of Defendants’

unlawful business practices.
45.

As discussed herein, “senior citizens” as defined by Section 501.2077, Florida Statutes,

have been victims of Defendants’ willful deceptive or unfair business acts or practices.
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46.

Defendants’ violations of the FDUTPA have caused consumers to suffer substantial

injury resulting in the unjust enrichment of Defendants. Absent injunctive relief by the Court,
Defendants are likely to continue to injure consumers, reap unjust enrichment, and harm the public
interest.
COUNT I
VIOLATION OF THE FDUTPA
(Defendants’ Deceptive Business Acts or Practices)
47.

The Attorney General incorporates and adopts by reference Paragraphs 1 through 46 as

if set forth fully herein.
48.

The FDUTPA, specifically Section 501.204(1), Florida Statutes, makes unlawful

“[u]nfair methods of competition, unconscionable acts or practices, and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce.” The provisions of the FDUTPA shall be
construed liberally to promote the protection of “the consuming public and legitimate business
enterprises from those who engage in . . . deceptive, or unfair acts or practices in the conduct of
any trade or commerce.” Section 501.202, Florida Statutes (2018).
49.

As set forth herein, Defendants, acting individually, collectively, or through

employees, representatives, or agents, engaged in the following deceptive acts or practices in the
conduct of trade or commerce in violation of Section 501.204(1), Florida Statutes:
a. Offering and agreeing to provide landscaping services for consumers and assuring
such consumers that the work would be performed as agreed to orally or in consumer
invoices, including a specific start date and price, when in fact Defendants lacked the
necessary financial resources, manpower, availability, transportation, tools, supplies, or other
resources to begin or complete the work as agreed;
b. Misrepresenting to consumers that Defendants were licensed when in fact they were
not;
c. Continuing to deceptively represent to consumers that Defendants would perform the
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agreed upon landscaping services, when in fact, Defendants could not or did not perform the
agreed upon landscaping services;
d. Misrepresenting to consumers the reasons for the delays in providing the agreed upon
landscaping services; and
e. Accepting and retaining payment or payments from consumers for landscaping
services when Defendants could not or did not perform the agreed upon landscaping services.
50.

Defendants’ material misrepresentations and omissions of material facts as set forth in

Paragraph 49 were likely to deceive consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances.
51.

Because of Defendants’ actions, and to the consumers’ detriment, consumers have

suffered substantial economic injury as a result of Defendants’ violations of the FDUTPA.
52.

Defendants willfully engaged in the acts and practices set forth herein, as Defendants

either knew or should have known that such acts and practices were deceptive or otherwise
prohibited by law.
53. Absent injunctive relief by this Court, Defendants are likely to continue to injure
consumers, reap unjust enrichment, and harm the public interest.
COUNT II
VIOLATION OF THE FDUTPA
(Defendants’ Unfair Business Acts or Practices)
54.

The Attorney General incorporates and adopts by reference Paragraphs 1 through 46 as

if set forth fully herein.
55.

The FDUTPA, specifically Section 501.204(1), Florida Statutes, makes unlawful

“[u]nfair methods of competition, unconscionable acts or practices,and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce.” The provisions of the FDUTPA shall be
construed liberally to promote the protection of “the consuming public and legitimate business
enterprises from those who engage in . . . deceptive, or unfair acts or practices in the conduct of
any trade or commerce.” § 501.202, Flat. Stat. (2018).
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56.

As set forth herein, Defendants, acting individually, collectively, or through

employees, representatives, or agents, engaged in the following unfair acts or practices in the
conduct of trade or commerce in violation of Section 501.204(1), Florida Statutes:
a. Accepting and retaining payments from consumers for landscaping services when
Defendants did not perform the agreed upon landscaping services;
b. After accepting payment from consumers, unilaterally changing the terms of the
landscaping services agreement to delay the start date;
c. After accepting payment from consumers, unilaterally changing the terms of the
landscaping services agreement to request previously undisclosed fees be paid before any
further work would be completed;
d. After beginning work for consumers, unilaterally changing the terms of the
landscaping services agreement to request previously undisclosed fees be paid before any
further work would be completed;
e. After beginning work for consumers, unilaterally changing the terms of the
landscaping services agreement to delay the promised completion date; and
f. Continuing to deceptively represent to consumers that Defendants would perform the
agreed upon landscaping services, thereby preventing consumers from seeking alternative
remedies, when in fact Defendants did not perform the landscaping services as agreed.
57.

Consumers have suffered substantial economic injury as a result of Defendants’

violations of the FDUTPA, including, but not limited to, the loss of monies paid to Defendants for
landscaping services ultimately not performed; the loss of the monies paid to other landscaping
services providers to complete the services Defendants’ accepted payment for, but never
completed; the loss of monies related to requisite repairs to consumer’s property as a result of
damage caused by Defendants; and the loss of the opportunity to seek out alternative landscaping
companies to begin or complete the desired landscaping work.
58.

The injuries suffered by consumers outweigh the benefits, if any, provided to the

consumers by Defendants’ actions. In fact, Defendants’ actions caused harmful results to
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consumers and competition.
59.

The injuries suffered by the consumers due to Defendants’ unfair acts or practices are

not injuries that the consumers, themselves, could have reasonably avoided.
60.

Defendants willfully engaged in the acts and practices set forth herein as Defendants

either knew or should have known that such acts and practices were unfair or otherwise prohibited
by law.
61. Absent injunctive relief by this Court, Defendants are likely to continue to injure
consumers, reap unjust enrichment, and harm the public interest.
THIS COURT’S AUTHORITY TO GRANT RELIEF
62.

Pursuant to Sections 501.207, 501.2075, 501.2077, and 501.2105, Florida Statutes, as

well as the Court’s own equitable powers, this Court is empowered to grant injunctive relief and
such legal or other equitable relief as this Court may deem appropriate to halt and redress violations
of the FDUTPA, including, but not limited to, ordering a defendant to dissolve or reorganize; carry
out a transaction in accordance with the reasonable expectations of consumers or governmental
agencies; provide restitution; reimburse consumers or governmental entities found to have been
damaged; disgorge ill-gotten monies; and strike or limit the application of clauses of contracts to
avoid an unconscionable result. Also, pursuant to the aforementioned authority, this Court has the
power to order any defendant to pay civil penalties and reasonable attorney’s fees and costs; divest
herself or himself of any interest in any enterprise; and impose reasonable restrictions upon the
future activities of any defendant to impede her or him from engaging in or establishing the same
type of endeavor.
63.

The Attorney General has incurred reasonable attorney’s fees and costs in its

investigation and in maintaining this action against Defendants and, pursuant to Sections 501.2105
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and 501.2075, Florida Statutes, the Attorney General is entitled to an award of such fees and costs.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, pursuant to Chapter 501, Part II, Florida Statutes, and the Court’s own
powers to grant legal or equitable relief, the Attorney General respectfully requests that the Court:

i. Enter a judgment in favor of the Attorney General and against Defendants Tru
Landscaping, Chris Charbonneau, and Heather Charbonneau, jointly and severally, on
Counts I and II;

ii. Enter an order enjoining Defendants from further violations of the FDUTPA;
iii. Enter an order permanently restraining Defendants from owning, operating,
managing, or otherwise participating in any type of landscaping services business; or
alternatively, imposing reasonable restrictions upon the future activities of Defendants by
prohibiting Defendants from accepting and retaining monies for any landscaping services
without timely completing the work as agreed;

iv. Enter an order requiring Defendants to provide restitution or reimbursement to
consumers of all monies paid by consumers for landscaping services where Defendants: a)
failed to complete the landscaping services as agreed, b) failed to begin the landscaping
services within 120 days of accepting monies from the consumer, or c) caused damage to
consumer’s property that subsequently required repair;

v. Enter an order requiring Defendants to provide reimbursement to consumers for all
monies paid to any non-Defendant business that completed Defendant’s unfinished work for
the affected consumers, or repaired damage caused by Defendants;

vi. Award such relief as the Court finds necessary to redress injury to affected consumers
resulting from Defendants’ violations of the FDUTPA, including, but not limited to,
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